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THE HIDDEN ADVANTAGES OF LIFE INSURANCE: 

 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 

 

 
Sometimes people try to give me grief about my profession.  I don’t feel a need 

to apologize for selling permanent life insurance.  In addition to cash value life 

insurance’s death benefit protection, it offers extra benefits—often hidden—

that can help my clients achieve their overall financial security objectives. 

What hidden benefits am I talking about?  Here’s a partial list: 
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1. Tax-deferred cash value growth.  Permanent life insurance’s 

cash value account grows income tax deferred.  Amazingly, the 

IRS has even posted an article on its website touting that hidden 

advantage.  Here’s a link:  https://www.irs.com/articles/what-

using-cash-value-life-insurance-retirement-savings. 

 

2. Tax-advantaged access to cash during lifetime.  Most cash 

value life insurance policies allow the owner to pull out cash 

values during lifetime.  Usually withdrawals of cash are tax-free 

until they equal premium contributions, and loans are not 

usually taxed as distributions at all so long as the contract stays 

in force. 

 

3. FAFSA-advantaged cash value.  Is one or more of your kids 

planning to go to college?  You may be concerned about 

financial aid.  According to the website finaid.org, life insurance 

cash values are not countable assets for FAFSA purposes:  

http://www.finaid.org/fafsa/maximize.phtml. 

 

4. Income tax-free death proceeds.  Internal Revenue Code 

Section 101 (a) (1) says that life insurance death proceeds are 

usually income tax free.  That’s pretty clear. 
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5. Ability to configure estate tax-free death proceeds.  Under 

current rules, most married couples will be able to pass nearly 

$11 million of net worth to their kids without having to worry 

about federal estate taxes.  Having said that, the death benefit of 

any personally owned life insurance is included in the estate for 

estate tax purposes.  That fact creates estate tax anxiety for some 

of my clients.  The good news is that the potential estate tax 

inclusion of death benefit can be managed with the strategic use 

of an irrevocable life insurance trust. 

 

 
Life insurance’s primary plus is the death benefit protection it provides to the 

policy owner.  However, the less obvious advantages of life insurance—

especially permanent life insurance—should not be overlooked. 

 

Do you have questions about whether your life insurance—and your overall 

financial plan— are working efficiently for you?  Feel welcome to contact me, 

and let’s talk it over.   

 

 

 

 

AS ALWAYS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL TO DISCUSS THESE OR 

OTHER FINANCIAL SECURITY ISSUES OF CONCERN. 

 

 

 

 

Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. and its representatives do not provide 

legal or tax advice. You may want to consult a legal or tax advisor 

regarding any legal or tax information. 
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